
Section 7: Literacy across the curriculum  
  

Literacy is …  

… the ability to use and manipulate language in all of its forms.  

  

Literacy is Key to Learning  

  

Literacy skills give pupils access to some very important modes of learning and using those 

skills constructively and consistently in the context of learning boosts the levels of those 

skills. Unfortunately, the converse is also true. Poor literacy skills act as a barrier to learning 

and, as a consequence, pupils may seek to avoid exercising them. The consequence is that 

both the pupils’ ability to learn and their literacy skills are limited.  

  

Human beings do not learn only through language, but one of the defining characteristics of 

our species is that we are ‘hard-wired’ to learn language and then use that language to learn 

other things. The language conventions that have developed for use in this context are now 

very sophisticated.  

  

Students require systematic teaching and consolidation of their literacy skills.  

This is particularly important in a system where success is ultimately measured for the most 

part by an ability to demonstrate learning by writing clearly and concisely. If we accept the 

link between literacy and learning, and also that the main aim of all teachers is to promote 

learning, then it is clear that all teachers must share the responsibility for developing 

pupils’ literacy skills. The responsibility is, however, not shared equally as certain literacy 

skills are developed more readily than others in the different subject areas.  

  

In order to develop Literacy at a whole school level:  

 Literacy skills need to be taught systematically and consistently.  

 Pupils should be given regular opportunities to consolidate their literacy skills by using 

them purposefully in order to learn.  

 All teachers in a school must share the responsibility for developing literacy and 

learning ‘hand in hand’.  

 Certain subject areas are better placed to develop certain literacy skills than others.  

  

If literacy and the development of literacy is to encompass “language in all of its forms”, 

it is useful to think of its application across three strands:  

 Learning through talk.  

 Learning from text.  

 Learning through writing.  

  
  
  
  



  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  



  
  
  
  
  



  
  



  
  



  



  
  
  
Analytical Word List: It is important that students are aware of how to be analytical, if that 

is what is being asked of them. Sometimes a simple list of marker words to demonstrate this 

is useful:  

 Suggests  

 Implies  

 gives us the impression that  

 shows  

 highlights  

 Indicates  

 Furthers  

 emphasises  

  
  
  
  



  
  
  
  
  



  
  
  
Observing Effective Literacy Teaching: Prompts Learning through talk  

 Did the lesson exploit opportunities for pupils to learn through talk or were there 

missed opportunities?  

 Did the teacher make clear the intended outcome for any speaking and listening 

activity and set clear time targets to encourage pace and application?  

  

Where pupils were asked to use talk to clarify and present ideas:  

 did their response suggest that the teacher needed to model the kind of presentation 

required?  

 was an appropriate context created for the activity? For example, was there sufficient 

thinking time? Did less-confident pupils have the chance to talk with a partner before 

presenting to a wider audience?  

 did the teacher give clear feedback to pupils, not only on the content of their 

presentation but also on the effectiveness of the communication? Did the feedback 

include clear advice on how to improve?  

 did the teacher promote the use of standard English as the form of language 

appropriate for presentations in class?  

  

Where pupils were required to listen for a sustained period:  

 was the subject matter and style of presentation well matched to the pupils?  

 was sufficient consideration given to the range of ability in the pupil group?  

 was the talk/programme contextualised for pupils in such a way as to activate their 

prior knowledge?  

 were they clear in advance about what they were listening for and how they might 

have to respond to what they had heard?  

 was the listening scaffolded in any way, for instance, with a structured note sheet or 

some prompt questions?  

  

Where pupils were required to talk together in pairs or groups:  

 was the grouping of the pupils appropriate for the task and its purpose?  

 were they clear about the expectations for their behaviour during theactivity or did they 

need the support of some ‘ground-rules’?  



 were they clear about the type of speaking and listening required of them during the 

activity,  

e.g. speculating, evaluating, sharing ideas to solve a problem? Did this need clarifying or 

demonstrating by the teacher?  

 were they clear about the particular roles they needed to fulfil in the pair/group, e.g. 

chairing, reporting, recording? Was there evidence that this needed clarifying or 

demonstrating by the teacher?  

 were any reporting back activities organised to maximise participation while avoiding 

tedious repetition?  

 were the groups supported by the teacher to ensure that most, if not all, reached a 

satisfactory outcome in the time allowed?  

  

Learning from text  

 Did the lesson exploit opportunities for pupils to learn from text, or was there 

evidence of the ‘retreat from the written word’?  

 Did the teacher always read for the class or was there an expectation that pupils 

could and should engage with text for themselves?  

 Were texts well chosen, both in terms of content and reading difficulty? Did the 

teacher take account of the fact that more-challenging texts can be used in the 

context of shared reading than when pupils are asked to read independently?  

 Where a textbook was used, were pupils familiar with its conventions (e.g. page 

layout, symbols, structure), or did this need to be clarified for them?  

  

Where pupils were required to undertake research:  

 did they demonstrate a range of appropriate reading strategies for the task (e.g. 

skimming, scanning), or did they need reminding of these?  

 did they have effective ways of recording information to fulfil the purpose of the task, 

or did they need guidance/support with making notes?  

  

Where pupils were required to read closely for meaning:  

 were they given a way into the text that would encourage close reading and help 

them overcome initial difficulties?  

 was the activity set up to encourage active reading and inference and deduction, e.g. 

through the use of techniques such as sequencing, annotation, cloze?  

 when questions were set on the text, were they likely to promote understanding or 

just the simple retrieval of information?  

 were less-able or less-willing readers supported in the task?  

 were they encouraged to question the text and consider it in relation to its degree of 

objectivity and the writer’s intentions?  

  

Where pupils were reading a text as an example for their own writing:  

 did the teacher help them to identify the features of the text that allowed it to fulfil its 

purpose, e.g. its structure and use of language?  

 did the teacher encourage the use of the correct terms when referring to these 

features, e.g.  

topic sentence?  

 did the teacher exploit effective strategies such as annotation during shared reading in 

order to show pupils how a particular type of text works?  

  

Learning through writing  

 Did the teacher clearly establish both the purpose and intended readership of the 

writing?  



 Was enough done to ensure that the pupils had something to say in their writing?  

 Were pupils clear about what writing strategies were appropriate for the task, e.g.  

collaboration with a partner, drafting, proofreading?  

 Did pupils have access to reference materials to support their writing?  

 Did the teacher use steps from the teaching sequence for writing as appropriate?  

 Was there evidence that pupils receive clear feedback on their strengths and on ways 

to improve, both during and after writing?  

  

Where pupils were using writing to capture and develop thoughts and ideas:  

 did they use an approach to writing that suited this purpose, allowing for adaptation, 

reflection and evaluation?  

 did they have a repertoire of formats for this kind of writing, or did they need more 

support from the teacher through demonstration?  

 were they able to use the outcomes of this kind of writing to support a further task, 

e.g. a spoken presentation or a more-formal piece of writing?  

  

Where pupils were required to write a longer piece:  

 did they know how to organise that particular type of writing or did this need to be 

taught explicitly, e.g. using the teaching sequence for writing?  

 did the teacher make explicit reference to paragraphs and how they can be linked?  

 were they supported with the process of selecting, prioritising and ordering material 

when they needed to incorporate information from a range of sources?  

 were there strategies for supporting weaker writers with the task, e.g. a writing 

frame?  

  

When helping pupils to develop clear and appropriate expression:  

 did the teacher use strategies to encourage pupils to reflect on the clarity of their 

writing and alter it as necessary?  

 were they encouraged to rehearse sentences orally before writing?  

 were they encouraged to think about and engage in the choices which a writer must 

make in terms of vocabulary and sentence structure, e.g. through shared writing?  

 were the constraints for making choices as a writer made explicit, e.g. the 

appropriate degree of formality?  

 


